
From: Barry, Anthony
To: Avalos, Tona
Cc: Smith, Gary; Brown, Bronwyn; Carlton, Gregory A
Subject: RE: PDS2018-GPA-18-010 JVR Solar
Date: Tuesday, April 09, 2019 3:22:49 PM
Attachments: REVCO.doc

Tona,
 
The comments are attached.  Let me know if you have any comments.
 
Thanks
 
Anthony D. Barry, PE, CFM, QSD
Civil Engineer
 
County of San Diego
Flood Control Engineering
858-694-2707
 
 
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/sdcountydpw
Twitter: https://twitter.com/sdcountydpw 
County News Center: http://www.countynewscenter.com
Help us ensure DPW Land Development Division’s customers have a positive experience. Please take
60 seconds to provide us with your feedback.

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE:  This email message, including any attachments, is for the sole use of the intended recipient(s) and
may contain information protected by the attorney-client privilege, the attorney work product doctrine or other applicable
privileges or confidentiality laws or regulations.  If you are not an intended recipient, you may not review, use, copy, disclose or
distribute this message or any of the information contained in this message to anyone.  If you are not the intended recipient,
please contact the sender by reply email and destroy all copies of this message and any attachments.  Unintended
transmission shall not constitute waiver of the attorney-client or any other privilege.

 
 

From: Avalos, Tona 
Sent: Monday, March 25, 2019 9:52 AM
To: Carlton, Gregory A <Gregory.Carlton@sdcounty.ca.gov>
Cc: Smith, Gary <Gary.Smith2@sdcounty.ca.gov>; Barry, Anthony
<Anthony.Barry@sdcounty.ca.gov>; Brown, Bronwyn <Bronwyn.Brown@sdcounty.ca.gov>
Subject: PDS2018-GPA-18-010 JVR Solar
 
Hi Greg,
Below is a link to the drainage study and HEC-RAS files for the JVR Solar Project. You should also have
a task assigned for this. Please let me know if you need a hard copy of the drainage report. I will also
get you an extra copy of the Preliminary Grading Plan.
 
\\cosd.co.san-diego.ca.us\sandfsroot\LUEG\DPW\PCCommon\Tona Avalos\Projects\JVR Solar
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County of San Diego


Department of Public Works, Flood Control


RE: JVR SOLAR FLOOD CONTROL REVIEW (FLOODPLAIN ISSUES ONLY) 

In an effort to minimize unnecessary review time and cost to the applicant, and due to the significant changes required to address the comments, review was not performed on incomplete items or those that may require substantial/significant modification.  


For the next submittal, please include a separate document which responds to each of the comments listed below.

REVIEW COMMENTS:


1. Although they are similar, the reference used for the curve numbers used should be from Section 4.1.2 of the County’s Hydrology Manual (HM), not TR55.

2. The workmap for the hydrology calculations should include underlying topography, calculation point locations, longest flow paths with up and downstream elevations.


3. The basin delineation appears to be artificially truncated along the southern edge possibly due to extents or anomalies in the underlying data set used.  The watershed is larger than the delineation shown.  Please reference HUC 12-181002020201 data available in many locations on the web including: https://indicators.ucdavis.edu/cwip/huc/181002020201  Please revise the delineation and calculations to include the entire tributary watershed.

4. Additional information/justification/detail needs to be provided for the composite curve numbers used.

5. Corps lag time needs to be calculated following the methodology outlined in HM Section 4.1.5.2.  Calculation performed following the required methodology appear to produce results that differ significantly from those included in the report.


6. There are 2 separate pdfs included in the submittal – the Drainage Report, and the HEC-RAS Data sheet.  The data sheet appears to correspond to the digital models provided but the HEC-RAS analyses included in the Drainage Report do not.  All items should be included in the report, and any unnecessary or outdated items should be removed.  All analyses should be explained clearly.


7. The hydraulic work map needs to include:


A. Clearly labeled topographic data


B. Clearly labeled reach names corresponding to the names used in HEC-RAS


8. Please include topographic data to support the elevations used for the culvert roadway data.


9. All cross sections need to have:


A. Bank stations placed appropriately


B. Accurate downstream reach lengths


C. Appropriate Manning’s “n” values


D. Station elevation data on both ends that extend to contain the entire flow


E. Orientation that is perpendicular to the direction of flow.  Please see examples: right side of XS 7200, 7600, the left side of XS 11600, 14000 and both sides of XS 12800, 13200.


10. All HEC-RAS runs should be separate plans in the same project.

11. The proposed condition model should include anything proposed that might obstruct flow.


12. If there is justification as to why the proposed fencing across the watercourse would not cause a substantial or measurable impact that information should be included in the report, otherwise the potential obstruction due to the fencing (including the impacts of debris blockage) should be included in the modeling.


13. The model appears to be broken into several disconnected reaches, apparently to consider a split in the flow.  This seems unnecessary due to the width of the entire cross section, but if it is it should be modeled like a split flow (junction) so that there is one unified model that performs the split flow calculations, and a detailed explanation should be provided.

14. The report should also address velocities and scour with respect to footing depths.


15. The report conclusions and plans should demonstrate clearly that the panels and associated equipment are all elevated safely above the calculated water surface elevations in all locations.

16. The remainder of the report to be reviewed by the Land Development Plan Checker.  
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Please let me know if you have any questions.
 
Thank you,
Tona Avalos, PE
Civil Engineer
Planning & Development Services
County of San Diego
tona.avalos@sdcounty.ca.gov
(858) 495-5284
 

http://www.sandiegocounty.gov/content/sdc/pds/LandDevelopment.html
mailto:tona.avalos@sdcounty.ca.gov

